CROOKS VS NATURE!

STOP RIGHT THERE!

HA HA! NOT A CHANCE!

HEY, BOSS, LET’S HIDE IN THE TREES! THEY’LL NEVER FIND US UP HERE!

QUICK, WE CAN LOSE THEM IN THE WOODS!

HELP! I CAN’T SEE! BUT SOMETHING SURE TASTES GOOD IN HERE...

GIVE! ME! THAT!

...NIIIIICE KITTY.

HEY, BOSS, LET’S HIDE IN THE TREES! THEY’LL NEVER FIND US UP HERE!
I THINK WE LOST ‘EM!

BE QUIET!

SORRY, BOSS. IT’S JUST – OUCH!


I THOUGHT THE OUTDOORS WAS SUPPOSED TO BE PEACEFUL. OUCH!

THE COPS OR THE MOUNTAIN LION?

AREN’T THERE SUPPOSED TO BE BEES IN – OW!

I THINK WE FOUND THE BEES!

WHAT’S THAT NOISE?

I THINK THE BEES FOUND US!
THE END
CHOOSE YOUR OWN LEGO® CITY POLICE ADVENTURE!

Snake Rattler has robbed the jewelry store, a prisoner has escaped, and a safe full of money has been stolen! How will you and Lt. Duke DeTain catch the crooks?

DIRECTIONS:
1. Choose how you will chase the crooks. Pick Option 1 or 2.
2. Follow the directions on the spaces or use the arrows to change where you are on the board.
3. No dice required!

1. Chase in the high-speed police car.
2. Take off in the heavy-lift helicopter.

Crooks drive out of the woods and stop to get donuts. Move forward 3 spaces.

Set up a roadblock. No, block the crooks, not the police cars! Move forward 2 spaces.

Use the helicopter magnet! Move forward 2 spaces.

You’ve finally gotten them in reach!

The crooks have gone off-roading in the woods! Apply bug repellent and then go after them!

The crooks take a shortcut over a ramp. Whee! Move forward 1 space.

The off-roader takes a shortcut over a ramp. Whee! Move forward or backwards 3 spaces.

The crooks are playing on park swings. Move forward or backwards 3 spaces.

Spot crooks playing on park swings. Move forward or backwards 3 spaces.

Heavy-lift helicopter spots crooks from the air. They look like ants from up there.

Radio the police off-roader to join the pursuit. Move forward 3 spaces.

Yikes! Crooks blocked the street with garbage bins!

Chase the crooks through narrow streets!

Fly low over rooftops to cut off crooks’ escape for chimneys!

Fly low over rooftops to cut off crooks’ escape for chimneys!

The crooks have crashed into the prison transport truck and you recover the loot! Move forward 7 spaces.

Swoop down to capture the crooks yourself! Move forward 4 spaces.

Pick up the truck, 14 nearby cars, and silverware with the magnet! Move forward 3 spaces.

The crooks crash into the prison transport truck and you recover the loot! Move forward 7 spaces.

Use the helicopter magnet! Move forward 2 spaces.

You’ve finally gotten them in reach!
Stop to pick up some fish during the pursuit!

You’re gaining on them!

Crooks’ car skids on fish!

Crooks spin! Fish fly everywhere. Go back 3 spaces.

Crooks distracted by fish! Losing control! Move forward 2 spaces.


Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 1 space.

Fold up! You land safely, but hit an oil slick! You and the crooks go into a skid.

Whee! Land on top of crooks’ car! Move forward 1 space.

Lock up the crooks! LEGO City is safe again.

Chasing crooks makes you hungry. Stop and buy fish to eat! Move forward 2 spaces.

You land safely, but hit an oil slick! You and the crooks go into a skid.

You’ve caught them! High-five your partners on a job well done.

Crooks distracted by fish! Losing control! Move forward 2 spaces.

Need eyes in the sky! Radio the helicopter for help. Jump ahead 5 spaces.

Crooks spin! Fish fly everywhere. Go back 3 spaces.


Justice from above! Crooks and loot are in custody. Move forward 1 spaces.

Crooks’ truck trapped in the alley! Laugh at them, then make the arrest.

There they are! Turn on the siren and drive forward 3 spaces.

There they are! Turn on the siren and drive forward 3 spaces.

Crooks wave as they speed away. Try again. Move forward 1 space.

Wrong turn! Hard to drive in a river. Move 2 spaces in either direction.

Soap bubbles block your view! Pull over!

Soap bubbles block your view and you drive toward the bridge!

Stop to pick up some fish during the pursuit!

Pursue through car wash. You needed a bath anyway!

Throw fish at the crooks!

Need eyes in the sky! Radio the helicopter for help. Jump ahead 5 spaces.

There they are! Turn on the siren and drive forward 3 spaces.

Crooks distracted by fish! Losing control! Move forward 2 spaces.

Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 1 space.

Crooks spin! Fish fly everywhere. Go back 3 spaces.

Chasing crooks makes you hungry. Stop and buy fish to eat! Move forward 2 spaces.

You land safely, but hit an oil slick! You and the crooks go into a skid.

Whee! Land on top of crooks’ car! Move forward 1 space.

Lock up the crooks! LEGO City is safe again.

Pursue through car wash! You needed a bath anyway.

Spot the crooks heading for LEGO City! For LEGO City, go back 3 spaces.


Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 1 space.

Crooks distracted by fish! Losing control! Move forward 2 spaces.

You land safely, but hit an oil slick! You and the crooks go into a skid.

You’ve caught them! High-five your partners on a job well done.

Crooks distracted by fish! Losing control! Move forward 2 spaces.

Need eyes in the sky! Radio the helicopter for help. Jump ahead 5 spaces.

Crooks spin! Fish fly everywhere. Go back 3 spaces.


Justice from above! Crooks and loot are in custody. Move forward 1 spaces.

Crooks’ truck trapped in the alley! Laugh at them, then make the arrest.

There they are! Turn on the siren and drive forward 3 spaces.

Crooks wave as they speed away. Try again. Move forward 1 space.

Wrong turn! Hard to drive in a river. Move 2 spaces in either direction.

Soap bubbles block your view! Pull over!

Soap bubbles block your view and you drive toward the bridge!

Stop to pick up some fish during the pursuit!

You’re gaining on them!

Crooks’ car skids on fish!

Crooks spin! Fish fly everywhere. Go back 3 spaces.

Crooks distracted by fish! Losing control! Move forward 2 spaces.


Police motorcycle blocks the main road so you chase down an alley. Move forward 1 space.

Crooks distracted by fish! Losing control! Move forward 2 spaces.
Crooks are on the loose in LEGO® City, and everyone on two legs – and four – is on the case! Will they catch the crooks before they get away for good?

CHASE McCAIN ON THE CASE!

CROOKS ARE ON THE LOOSE IN LEGO® CITY, AND EVERYONE ON TWO LEGS – AND FOUR – IS ON THE CASE! WILL THEY CATCH THE CROOKS BEFORE THEY GET AWAY FOR GOOD?

DID YOU SEE THAT GETAWAY CAR? THAT BUGGY WAS LIKE "VROOM" AND THE BULLDOZER WAS LIKE –

YEAH, YEAH, AND THEN THEY WENT IN ALL DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS! WE'RE GOING TO NEED SOME HELP ON THIS ONE.

I KNOW JUST THE GUY.

WOW! IS THAT CHASE MCCAIN?

I HEARD HE KNOWS KUNG FU!

HAHA, A BULLDOZER, THAT'S AN UNCONVENTIONAL GETAWAY VEHICLE.

AND IT'S SUPER COOL!

I WONDER WHERE THEY COULD HAVE GONE?

FUNNY THING ABOUT BULLDOZERS, THEY LEAVE SOME TELL-TALE EVIDENCE BEHIND.

Follow me!

They can run but they can't hide! Follow me, Chase McCain, in the LEGO® Life app and help catch the bad guys!

PROFILE:

Chase McCain

1. LEGO® City’s greatest undercover cop
2. Ace investigator
3. Master of disguise
4. Expert in kung fu
5. Does not like parrots

Follow me!
Meanwhile...

The DOG JUMPS OUT, startling all 3 crooks.

THEY ALL LAUGH, looking relieved.

WOOF!

I GOT DIBS ON THE BULLDOZER NEXT TIME!

NO WAY! I'M A WAY BETTER DRIVER!

A BULLDOZER TAKES A CERTAIN KIND OF FINESSE. YOU CAN'T JUST -

QUIET! I THINK I HEAR SOMETHING.

THE DOG JUMPS OUT, STARTLING ALL 3 CROOKS.

AAAHHHH!

WOO HOO!

IT'S JUST A SILLY DOG. IT'S NOT LIKE IT'S CHASE McCAIN OR ANYTHING.

COME ON, LET'S GET THE STUFF TOGETHER AND GO.

Hey, where did the JEWEL go?

The dog's got it!

Get him!

Turn the page to continue...
A FEW MOMENTS BEFORE... THE POLICE DOG CAUGHT A SCENT.

IS IT FOOD? ARE THEY STEALING FOOD?

THERE'S NO FOOD HERE. I MUST FIND IT!

I BET THEY'VE GOT THE GOOD FOOD!

YEP, THIS IS DEFINITELY THE GOOD FOOD.

GOOD JOB, BUDDY!

BE A PART OF THE ACTION WITH CHASE M. CAIN AT LEGOCITY.COM

THE END

FREE!
LEGO Life App & Magazine

BE A PART OF LEGO® LIFE
Join the LEGO® Life experience! Download the app today and start sharing your inspiration with others!
The Impossible Escape!

Sound the alarm! The prisoner has escaped!

This is impossible! The cell door is still locked, so how did the crook get out?

Turned into a bird and flew away? No, flying's our job.

We need help, and I know where to get it!

Keep pouring it on! The fire is almost out!

Hey, we've got company!

Thanks for your help! Spotting that other fire from the sky helped save the day.

Now I need a favor. You firefighters are great at finding clues to how fires start ... think you can figure out a jailbreak?

We only found three clues.

Clue 1: A crumpled up piece of paper in the cell

Clue 2: A brick separator

Clue 3: One set of footprints leading to the back of the jail, and two leading away ... but then they disappear!
The Sky Police force the crooks in the Fire Helicopter to land.

SO MANY MYSTERIES … THIS STRANGE ESCAPE, PLUS OUR FIRE HELICOPTER WAS STOLEN THIS MORNING!

SO THAT'S WHY THE CELL DOOR WAS STILL LOCKED! THEY WENT OUT THROUGH THE BACK WALL!

THANKS FOR GETTING OUR HELICOPTER BACK!

AND THANKS FOR GETTING OUR CROOK BACK!

THINK YOU COULD HELP ME FIND MY MARBLES? I LOST THEM A WHILE AGO.

WELL, YOU'LL NEVER LOSE MY FRIENDSHIP, BUDDY.

SOLVE THE MYSTERY!
The piece of paper the Sky Police found has a coded message to the crook written on it. Can you help the firefighter finish the message to discover how the escape happened?

1. BRICK SEPARATOR TAKES DOWN ___________ SO NO ONE WILL KNOW.

2. THEN ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

3. ESCAPE IN ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

THIS KEY CODE I CRACKED SHOULD HELP SOLVE THE MYSTERY

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Answer on page 25.
Find the nuggets before it's too late.
The LEGO® City miners are hard at work digging for gold. But there are some dangerous glow-in-the-dark spiders hiding underground and they don't like people churning up the earth where they live. Can you help find the 10 gold nuggets on this page before the spiders chase the miners away?

Fool's Gold, or Real Gold? Take the LEGO® City Golden Quiz Challenge to find out! Dig it up by following the #City group in the LEGO Life app!

Answer on page 27.
WE'RE COMING, BUDDY!

HELP!

UHHH... DID WE PACK IT?

OF COURSE WE DID! HAND ME THE LIFE PRESERVER, THEN!

GIVE ME A SECOND TO FIND IT.

UHHH... LITTLE HELP?

LET ME CALL THIS IN. HELLO, WE'RE GOING TO NEED ANOTHER LIFE VEST AND -

YOINK!

YOINK!

THAT OCTOPUS HAS A GOOD ARM... ER... ARMS.

AHHHH!!!

MAYBE WE SHOULD MAKE THE OCTOPUS PART OF THE TEAM!

THROW ME THE LIFE VEST.

LET ME CALL THIS IN. HELLO, WE'RE GOING TO NEED ANOTHER LIFE VEST AND -

DON'T MISS THE NEXT EXCITING RESCUE BY JOINING THE #CITY GROUP IN THE LEGO® LIFE APP!
CHILL OUT WITH SOME COOL AND INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT ANIMALS IN THE ARCTIC!

TRUE ARCTIC FACTS!

DUE TO THE EARTH’S TILT, ONCE A YEAR THERE’S AN ENTIRE DAY OF SUNSHINE! THINK ABOUT THAT, 24 WHOLE HOURS TO PLAY OUTSIDE!

A POLAR BEAR’S FUR ISN’T WHITE!
It’s actually transparent with a hollow core that reflects light. This clever camouflage helps the bears blend in with their surroundings.

Temperatures as low as -94° F have been recorded in northern Greenland.

Did you know glaciers store about 75% of the world’s fresh water?

Polar bear cubs stay with their mother for about two years, while they learn the skills needed to survive in the Arctic.

A species found only in the Arctic is the narwhal, often referred to as the ‘unicorn of the sea’. Male narwhals have a straight tusk poking out from the front of their head that can grow to over 9ft in length!

The word ‘Arctic’ comes from the Greek word for bear, arktos.
AN ICY ESCAPADE!

BE CAREFUL! WE'RE EXCAVATING FOSSILS, NOT MAKING SNOW CONES!

THE ARCTIC AIR TRANSPORT IS NEARLY HERE! EVERYBODY READY?

WUPPA-WUPPA-WUPPA!

HEY, FOCUS! STOP MAKING YOUR OWN SOUND EFFECTS!

UH-OH, THIS ONE IS ALREADY STARTING TO MELT.

THE ARCTIC AIR TRANSPORT WILL CARRY THE SABER TOOTH TIGER TO THE RESEARCH LAB IN LEGO CITY, AND WE'LL BRING THE MAMMOTH WITH US.

MAKE SURE THEY STAY FROZEN IN ICE! OTHERWISE, WHEN THEY MELT, THE WATER MIGHT WASH THEM AWAY!

QUICK, HOP ON THE BACK AND START FANNING IT WITH YOUR ARMS! THAT SHOULD COOL IT DOWN.

THE ARCTIC AIR TRANSPORT IS NEARLY HERE! EVERYBODY READY?
FROM LEGO® CITY TO THE MOON!

The trip from LEGO® City to the Lunar Space Station takes a long time! That’s why astronauts tell jokes on their way! Once they reach the station, there’s plenty of work to do but also plenty of time to make each other laugh. Let’s take a look at their “home away from Earth”!

SUNRISE, SUNSET!
These solar panels (and the astronauts) see 90 sunrises and sunsets every day. As soon as they put their sunglasses on, they have to take them off again!

BUZZING BEES!
Little robots called Astrobees help the astronauts do chores. And, yes, the first one was named Bumble!

EYES IN THE SKY!
A space station never sleeps! It can feature over 350,000 sensors like this one, designed to monitor systems and keep the station and astronauts safe.

TIME FOR LAUNCH (UM, LUNCH)
In space, you still have to eat your vegetables! Astronauts grow lettuce, peas, Chinese cabbage, radishes and more.

WAY OUT WORKOUT!
To stay in good shape in zero gravity, astronauts have to work out at least two hours a day. Special straps on the treadmill go around the runner’s shoulders and waist, so they don’t float away.

How many paperclips would it take to reach the moon?
One, but it would have to be really big!

How does Jupiter hold up its pants?
With an asteroid belt!
CLEAR AS CRYSTAL!
Astronauts experiment with growing crystals in space, just like the ones found in these geodes. Studying these crystals can help with things like medical research.

WE’RE HERE!
Astronauts take a spacecraft to reach the station, which attaches to a docking port. Good thing they don’t have to go outside and ring the doorbell!!

CAMPING IN!
Real astronauts sleep in sleeping bags attached to the wall or ceiling. Otherwise, they would float away!

What is the astronaut’s favorite place on a computer?
The space bar!

Why is Saturn so rich?
It has lots of rings!

HAAAAHAHAA!

What do you do with a green alien?
Wait until it’s ripe!